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Abstract
New simulation modeling environments have been developed such that multiple
models can be integrated into a single model. This conglomeration of model data allows
designers to better understand the physical phenomenon being modeled. Models are
integrated together by creating connections between their interface parameters, referred
to as parameter mapping, that are either shared by common models or flow from the
output of one model to the input of a second model. However, the process of integrating
simulation models together is time consuming, and this development time can outweigh
the benefit of the increased understanding.
This thesis presents two algorithms that are designed to automatically generate
and suggest these parameter mappings. The first algorithm attempts to identify previously
built integration model templates that have a similar function. Model interfaces and
integration models are represented by attributed graphs. Interface graph nodes represent
interface parameters and arcs relate the input and output parameters, and integration
models graph nodes represent interface graphs and arc represent parametric connections
between interface graph nodes. A similarity based pattern matching algorithm initially
compares interface graphs in two integration model graphs. If the interface graphs are
found to match, the algorithm attempts to apply the template integration model's
parameter mappings to the new integration model.
The second algorithm compares model interface parameters directly. The
algorithm uses similarity measures developed for the pattern matching algorithm to
compare model parameters. Parameter pairs that are found to be very similar are
processed using a set of model integration rules and logic and those pairs that fit these
criteria are mapped together.
These algorithms were both implemented in JAVA and integrated into the
modeling environment DOME (Distributed Object-based Modeling Environment). A
small set of simulation models were used to build both new and template integration
models in DOME. Tests were conducted by recording the time required to build these
integration models manually and using the two proposed algorithms. Integration times
were generally ten times faster but some inconsistencies and mapping errors did occur. In
general the results are very promising, but a wider variety of models should be used to
test these two algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
Recently researchers have been developing modeling environment tools to
enhance the design process. Examples of these design tools include MIT's DOME
(Distributed Object-based Modeling Environment) [20,27], Phoenix Integration's
ModelCenter [18], and Engineous' FIPER [8]. These modeling environments make use
of internet based infrastructures to facilitate the distribution of simulation models, and
parametrically combine multiple models into complex integrated models.
The vision of these tools is to provide an enabling technology for a World Wide
Simulation Web (WWSW). This WWSW would allow engineers, scientists, and
designers to share their models and develop a simulation model community. This sharing
of models accelerates the exploration of design tradeoffs, optimization, and model
validation. The models existing on the WWSW could also be integrated into a single
model, encompassing the work of numerous people and compiling the results from each
model. The integration of multiple simulation models can greatly improve the global
knowledge and understanding of the physical processes which are being modeled.
1.2 Motivation and Problem Definition
Generally teams of people work together to solve complex problems that require
numerous simulation models. Results from these models may be interrelated and
information must pass between them, but the models themselves may be distributed
around the world. Modeling environments such as DOME bridge the gap between these
models and ideally allow the designers to view all of the models working together.
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Integrating these models together, however, can be a time consuming process for
large models. In DOME, the designer must prescribe how models map together. A
mapping can be thought of as an equality relation between two parameters in two
different models. Once two parameters are mapped together, they act like a single
parameter. Mappings can be created between common input parameters, or between an
output parameter from one model and an input parameter from a second model. This
process of creating mapping relations between model parameters is how models are
integrated in DOME.
Designers are commonly developing models with hundreds. if not thousands. of
parameters and might wish to integrate numerous models. The creation of all the
parameter mappings could take days if not weeks, time which should be spent using the
models to analyze the problem and generate a solution. The intention of this thesis work
is to develop an algorithm for automatically generating inter-model parameter relations to
efficiently integrate simulation models.
1.3 Solution Overview
1.3.1 Introduction
The following chapters will detail two approaches for the generation of inter-
model parameter relations to integrate simulation models. This section will introduce two
approaches to solve this problem. The first approach is called the classification method
and the second approach the direct method.
1.3.2 Classification Method
This approach was developed in order to take advantage of a WWSW. Designers
publishing models to servers available all around the world would provide a great wealth
of simulation model integration knowledge. The integration models contained on these
servers can serve as a guide for integrating different models for a similar purpose. For
example, a large automotive company might have previously developed an integration
model which represents the drive train for one of their trucks. Currently they are in the
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process of developing models for a new car in their lineup. The models for each
component in the car drive train might be different, but the parameters which must be
mapped together in the models might be identical to the parameters which map together
in the truck drive train.
With the existence of a WWSW, model integration knowledge would be readily
available. However, determining which integration model accurately represents the
integration model the designer wishes to produce is a difficult task. This approach breaks
the process down to three steps.
1. Search for similar models on the WWSW for each individual model the designer
wishes to integrate. These models will be referred to as objective models.
2. From this set of similar models, search for integration models which contain this
set of similar models, and verify that the mappings in the integration models
actually exist between the objective models.
3. Implement the mappings present in the WWSW integration model between the
objective models.
This approach attempts to "classify" the designer's objective models as similar to
models found on the WWSW. Using these similar models it will attempt to "classify" the
integration model based on integration models found on the WWSW. Therefore, this
approach will be referred to as the classification method.
1.3.3 Direct Method
The second approach is meant to handle situations when the classification method is
unsuccessful. This approach compares two objective models directly and uses a set of
heuristics to find parameters which are extremely similar. This method is likely prone to
error but with added input from the designer, should prove to be beneficial to the model
integration process. This approach compares models directly and will be referred to as the
direct method.
15
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Search
The classification approach proposed in the previous chapter is fundamentally a
search problem. Given a set of model interfaces, this approach must search for a similar
set of model interfaces that have already been mapped together. The approach described
previously requires a search for both model interfaces and integration models. The model
interface search problem has already been studied by Qing Cao [1]. Cao proposed a
pattern matching approach which will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
Search problems are encountered in many fields and a pattern matching approach is
not the only option. The most familiar search problem involves searching the World
Wide Web (WWW). The simulation model design environment envisioned in this work
would appear very similar to a WWW, and considering WWW search techniques would
seem very appropriate.
Searching the web has been approached by using semantics, associating a meaning to
information contained in web pages that a search algorithm can understand. This has been
a prominent field for research, the most notable project being the Semantic Web project
[26]. A Semantic Web works by "marking up" web pages with semantics which can be
content based descriptions or tags. The languages for these "mark-ups" come in a number
of forms including the customizable Extensible Markup Language (XML), the Resource
Description Framework (RDF), and the Web Ontology Language (OWL).
The entire WWW is not entirely a Semantic Web. The World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) has been attempting to distribute semantic web standards in hopes of the entire
WWW adopting them. It was recently reported that 1.3 million Semantic Web documents
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were found on the WWW in March 2006 [9]. These Semantic Web documents aid search
algorithms in "understanding" web pages that will enable searches based on concepts and
not just keywords.
2.2 Ontology
Ontology's roots are in Philosophy. In philosophy, ontology attempts to define
existence by describing its basic categories and relationships. Ontology has now made the
jump to computer science, and one of its formal definitions, "specification of a
conceptual classification" was presented by Gruber in 1993 [10]. More simply, an
ontology is a universal description of a concept or rule.
An ontological approach for search would require semantic markups to be written as
formal ontologies. Any data that needs to be searched must have these ontologies
embedded. Because an ontology has a universal definition, search algorithms can easily
interpret the data using rule-based inference.
This approach is very appealing when the searchable data falls into very specific
categories that can be described by an ontology. However, model interfaces are not
necessarily easily categorized. The landscape of modeling is constantly changing. The
types of models, modeling programs, modeling capabilities, and even the means for
representing the data can change. This continuously changing environment makes the
development and enforcement of ontology use extremely difficult. New developments
would require new ontologies that would need to be accepted by the modeling
community at large. This process would be time consuming, not including the time
required to markup the simulation model interfaces with these ontologies [13].
The ontological approach is very exciting because by using it the inference of data is
fast and very precise based on specific ontological definitions. Unfortunately, in this
application the data environment is very heterogeneous and constantly changing making
use of ontologies extremely difficult.
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2.3 Pattern Matching
Pattern matching algorithms attempt to discover the existence of a given pattern in
data. Generally these patterns have a given structure of multiple parts. The data structure
can take many forms including trees, sequences, and mathematical graphs [31]. A very
common pattern matching application is image retrieval where colors, shapes, and spatial
locations are used to identify patterns [16]. Similarity matching algorithms can be used to
classify image components based on their colors etc. The structure of these image
components can then be compared.
The advantage of pattern matching algorithms is that a fixed knowledge base is not
required. The matching algorithms can handle a large variety of patterns and components.
However, the explicit relationship between these patterns and the particular functions of
the data is not known. Another problem can arise when patterns do not match exactly.
Heuristics might be required to make the required distinction between patterns which
match, or do not match. Pattern matching is most advantageous when correlation between
the data structure and its functionality are apparent and a specific degree of matching is
not required. Because this work envisions the final matching decision to be made by the
user and the structure of models can be functionally significant, the pattern matching
approach appears to be appropriate.
19
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Chapter 3
Classification Method
3.2 Pattern Matching Search Algorithm
3.2.1 Model Interface Representation
Before the pattern matching algorithm developed by Cao can be introduced, it must
be understood what model information is available, and how a recognizable pattern can
be established. There has been some work in developing engineering design
representations [23,24], however, they generally require the full definition of the model.
The World Wide Simulation Web (WWSW) envisioned in this work would not require
the full model definition. Models which are functionally equivalent could have different
implementations but yield identical results. This is the theory behind DOME models.
In DOME, all models are represented by a common interface definition. This
interface contains a list of all the input and output parameters and the inter-parameter
dependency or causality information, which input parameters each output parameter
depends on. Each parameter has five attributes: name, data type, unit, magnitude, and
whether it is an input or an output parameter.
Table 3-1: Parameter Attributes
Attribute Attribute Description
Name: The parameter's name is a string variable containing the name
given to the parameter by the designer. It could be a symbol, or a
description of the parameter.
Data Type: The data type is a string variable which describes how the
parameter is represented. Some examples include, real, integer,
vector, matrix, Boolean, etc.
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Unit: The unit is a string variable which contains the S.I. or English
system unit. The parameter can also be dimensionless.
Magnitude: This is a double variable which contains the parameter's numerical
magnitude.
Input/Output: The parameter can either be an input or an output. Parameters
which are intermediate values are still considered outputs.
Figure 3-1 depicts DOME's visualization of a model interface. This extremely simple
model calculates the cost of an item based on its length and width. The cost is dependent
on the width and length variables which are shown visually using arrows. The model that
calculates the cost could be anything, for example a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
4 Width
S cost
9 Length
Figure 3-1: Simple Interface Causality Visualization
3.2.2 Graph-based Representation of Model Interfaces
3.2.2.1 Introduction to Graphs
Graphs are mathematical tools that have been used to model many different types of
data and data structures. Some applications include modeling molecules in chemistry and
biology, networks (computer and traffic), and many areas in pattern recognition [30].
There have been many different graph representations developed over the years and the
representation suggested by Cao is an attributed relational graph (ARG), first developed
by Tsai and Fu [25]. The graph is comprised of nodes that are connected by arcs. The
nodes generally represent objects and the arcs describe the relations between the nodes.
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Attributed relational graphs are generally separated into two classes. The first is based
on probabilities and is known as a random graph. The first random ARG's were modified
for pattern matching by Wong et.al. [32]. However, random graphs require large training
sets and are not appropriate for simulation model interfaces which may only have several
functionally similar instances.
The class chosen by Cao to represent model interfaces is based on fuzzy set theory,
introduced by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh [33]. Fuzzy sets contain elements that are characterized by
a membership function p. This function represents the degree of membership of each
element to the set and generally ranges from zero to one. The first fuzzy ARG was used
to represent Chinese characters and was developed by Chan and Cheung [2]. A Fuzzy
ARG differs because its nodes and arcs are represented by fuzzy sets and have
membership functions. The nodes and arcs are no longer concrete. They have a degree of
membership and missing data can be estimated using fuzzy methods [16].
3.2.2.2 Model Interface Fuzzy ARG
The fuzzy ARG for a simulation model interface developed by Cao represents
parameters as nodes, and arcs are connections between an input node and an output node.
Nodes contain the five attributes presented as available in model interfaces, and the arc
direction is such that input nodes drive output nodes. The ARG is fuzzy because each
node attribute can be a set of attributes from multiple functionally similar model
interfaces. Each node and arc is weighted, indicating the number of times a node or arc
occurs when multiple model interfaces are combined into a single fuzzy ARG. The model
interface fuzzy ARG is known as a template because it represents a functional model and
is not necessarily a single model interface. The formal definitions for a template fuzzy
ARG and its components are given in definition 3-1 through 3-4 (these definitions were
taken directly from Qing Cao's PhD thesis [1]).
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Definition 3-1: A fuzzy set variable (of node attribute) is defined as:
X = {xA ,x,.. ,J,. ,--,x/1 0, where xi indicates the ith state of the variable x and #
indicates the number of times such state was asserted (number of occurrences).
Definition 3-2: A template node is defined as:
N = {xn , Xdim , Xun, , X dype X,,, J, where X name represents the fuzzy set
variable of the name attribute for that particular node, and so forth.
Definition 3-3: A template arc ai connects a template node Nj to the node Nk and it
is denoted by a, = (N,,N, ) , Arcs do not contain any attribute.
Definition 34: A template graph is defined as:
G" =INI ,N20 ,..Nf .. ,Nl am , a ,... avi ,.. Id, where Ni is a template node
defined in Definition 4-3(a); ai is a template arc defined in Definition 4-3(b).
This template definition of a functional model is what would exist on a WWSW and
be the basis that an objective model is classified. The objective model can also be
represented by a fuzzy ARG, but all nodes and arcs would have a weight of one. Figure
3-2 depicts an example template graph for a model interface.
Name: Length Name: Width Name: Height
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: Meters Unit: Meters Unit: Meters
Magnitude: 2 Magnitude: 0.5 Magnitude: 10
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: Volume
Data Type: Real
Unit: Cubic Meters
Magnitude: 10
In/Out: Output
Figure 3-2: Model Interface Graph
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3.2.3 Graph Similarity Matching Algorithm
3.2.3.1 Introduction to Graph Matching
The Attributed Relation Graph (ARG) for simulation model interfaces previously
presented provides a structure that facilitates the use of a pattern matching algorithm.
Many graph matching algorithms primarily use the graph's topological structure as the
basis for matching [reference]. In this case, however, the information embedded in the
node attributes is essential in determining a model interface's functionality. Two models
can be topologically identical, yet functionally dissimilar.
Similarity measures can provide a means for relating the node attribute data. The
topological data in this case relates the interface causality information. If the similarity
between node attributes is high, the topological data serves only as verification that the
nodes are aligned in a similar fashion. This is the concept behind the pattern matching
algorithm developed by Cao. Similarity measures were developed in an attempt to relate
the functional similarity of two model interface graphs. These measures are presented in
the following section.
3.2.3.2 Similarity Measures
The similarity measures developed by Cao all range in value from [0,1]. The score is
evaluated in pieces starting with each node attribute, which are combined to calculate a
node similarity score, and are finally used to calculate a graph similarity score.
3.2.3.2.1 Attribute Similarity Functions
A node has five attributes, and each attribute has a similarity function associated with
it. The name attribute is a string of words and characters. There are many different string
similarity measures available and Cao chose measures developed by Jaro [12] and
Winkler [28] which has been found to yield some of the best results [5]. The Jaro-
Winkler algorithm was paired with a pubic domain algorithm library [4] to assign a
similarity score for the name attribute.
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Cao developed a similarity function for the data type attribute (real, integer, matrix,
etc.). For example this function would relate real parameters to integer parameters.
However, in this work the data type must match exactly for mapping to occur. Therefore,
this function reduces to the binary function given in equation 5-1.
)(X 0s xdatatype a 5 Xdatatype b = -
different data type.
same data type.
(Equation 5-1)
The input-output similarity function is also a binary function, shown as equation 5-2.
Input parameters can not be matched to output parameters and vice versa.
1 if Xinouta = Xinoutb e inputs
s(xiouta,xiul,) 1 b I i xiu, a x , X br outputs (Equation 5-2)
10 otherwise
The unit attribute's similarity function has two steps. The first step must determine
whether or not the unit's fundamental dimension is compatible. The unit's dimension, as
defined in dimensional analysis [21], is a combination of the fundamental dimensions
length [L], mass [M], time [t], etc. Units must be dimensionally identical, therefore, the
similarity function reduces to a binary function where identical dimensions receive a
similarity score of 1 and dissimilar dimensions a score of 0.
The second step involves scaling each unit to a base dimension scale. A real value for
the unit is assigned based on the base scale [19]. For example, a unit of dimension length
is scaled to meters. If the dimension is in millimeters, a real value of 0.001 is assigned.
The similarity function calculates a similarity score based the unit's assigned value
shown in equation 5-3.
s(xu, a' 1,xu, b )= 0. 5 ' 'og( ""'x ' b)I (Equation 5-3)
A similarity function for the magnitude attribute was also developed. However,
because the goal of this search algorithm was to handle a wide variety of general cases,
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the magnitude similarity function is very coarse. Initially, each magnitude value is scaled
to its base power of 10. A value of 0.004 would be scaled to 0.001, and a value of 17
would be scaled to 10. A log based similarity score was then assessed. The goal of this
work is to identify model interfaces which are extremely similar to enable accurate
parameter mapping. Therefore, this similarity function was revised and the new function
will be presented in a later section.
3.2.3.2.2 Node and Graph Similarity Functions
The similarity between two nodes is calculated as the average of the magnitude,
name, and unit similarity scores. A score of 0 is assigned if any of the attribute similarity
scores are 0.
Equation 5-4: Let an objective interface node be n = {Xname Xdim , XiXyeXi 1 ; let
a template node be N ={Xame 9 Xdim, X ,, Xdype I,, X ,,, the similarity score is calculated
using equation 5-4.
s~x , .)+s~.,,X.,)+s~.,,,,,X , SXdy
s(x .eXn n,~,, ) + S(XXit=, Xuit)+ + mag ni , , Xd)=1,smx ,, , 1, X ,x 19 , 1;s(n,N) =
0 otherwise.
(Equation 5-4)
The graph similarity score is calculated using nodes which have been aligned by the
pattern matching algorithm, to be described in the next section. The similarity score
attempts to describe the overall match of the two graphs. Let an objective interface graph
be g ={n,,n,,--,n; a,, a 2,.--,ak} and a template graph be
G N, ,N0 ,N ,.,; a ,..., af ,...,a }. Because the similarity score is
calculated using aligned node pairs, let p be a node pair. Let n,, be a node in the pair from
the objective interface graph g and Np be a node in the pair from the template graph G.
Equation 5-5 calculates the similarity score between g and G.
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Equation 5-5: Let bN, e the number of occurrences of node Np within G, where pi is
the ith pair of aligned node pairs.
#Pairs
E P , .N ,
s(g, G) - ,, (Equation 5-5)
ONi
3.2.3.3 Graph Alignment Algorithm
Graph alignment is performed using a maximal bipartite matching algorithm. A
bipartite graph is another type of graph used in graph-theory. A bipartite graph is special
because it contains two distinct sets of nodes where arcs do not connect nodes from the
same set [29].
First Node Set
A 0C 
D 
F
ZY X W
Second Node Set
Figure 3-3: Sample Bipartite Graph
In this application, the bipartite graph is formed using nodes from an objective
graph as the first set, and the nodes from a template graph as the second set. Similarity
scores are calculated for every objective-template node combination. The initial bipartite
graph contains arcs which represent all of the non-zero similarity scores between the
nodes. It is important to understand that each node could be connected with multiple arcs.
The bipartite matching algorithm maximizes the graph similarity score while only
allowing each objective interface graph node to be matched to a single template graph
node.
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After the bipartite matching algorithm has maximized the matched node pairs, the
arcs from the fuzzy ARGs are introduced to verify the matching. Input matched node
pairs must be identically connected with arcs to the output matched node pairs. An arc
which connects a paired input node and a paired output node in the objective graph must
also exist in the template graph connecting the objective graph input node and output
nodes matches. If none of the arcs that connect a node in the objective correspond to the
arcs in the template graph, the matched pair is rejected. If a matched node pairs was
verified, its similarity score is used to calculate the final graph similarity score using
equation 5-5.
3.3 Modifications to the Pattern Matching Approach
3.3.1 Introduction
The pattern matching approach described above generates a similarity score for each
objective model-template combination. The score is based on similarity metrics for three
of the five parameter attributes: name, unit, and magnitude. This similarity score is a
relative metric and is generally meaningless.
The objective of this work was to quantitatively classify each model based on
template model representations distributed on a WWSW. If the pattern matching
approach previously described is to be used, the similarity score calculation must be
modified in order to achieve accurate classifications.
3.3.2 Similarity Score Modification
The method for calculating the model-template similarity score must provide some
quantitative metric which can be used to make the decision as to whether an objective
model and a template are functionally similar or not. This score must still be based on the
three parameter attribute similarity metrics. However, the parameter similarity score does
not need to be modified because it is still appropriate for the bipartite matching phase of
the pattern matching algorithm. Therefore, two sets of parameter similarity scores will be
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calculated. The first parameter similarity score remains unchanged and is the average of
the three similarity metrics.
The second parameter similarity score will include only the parameter magnitude
similarity metric. However, the magnitude similarity score described by Cao is not
appropriate. Instead, a new logarithmic-based equation, equation 5-6, is suggested.
Equation 5-6: Let x be the objective graph node magnitude and X be the template
graph node magnitude.
S(xnagntude , Xmagnitude b I -10. l(absilog10 (Xmagnitude log 10 (Xa,,itude)l) (Equation 5-6)
This similarity equation again provides a score between 0-1, but now each tenth is a
difference in the magnitude of the two nodes of a power of 10. A similarity score
between 1-0.9 indicates the two nodes have magnitudes within one power of 10 of each
other. The objective-template graph similarity score can be calculated using this second
parameter similarity score given in equation 5-7.
Equation 5-7: Let g be an objective interface graph and G be a template graph.
#Pairs
Z S(Xmagnitudei , X 2 jgfltu)
s#(g, G)= #P.(Equation 5-7)
This new objective-template graph similarity heuristic provides a quantitative
functional similarity measure. If a graph similarity score of 0.9 is achieved, it is known
that the average node pair magnitude difference is within one power of ten.
The value of 0.9 will be used as the cutoff for functional similarity for this work.
However, this is actually a relatively strict metric. An extremely simple example of the
failure of this metric is a simple volume calculation. Liquid volumes can range from
milliliters to kiloliters, but the calculation for this volume of liquid in a cylindrical
container would be identical at either end of this scale. A more sophisticated approach is
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required to handle this possibility because the similarity score would be below the 0.9
threshold and the graphs would not be considered a match.
3.3.3 Node Magnitude Difference Clustering Identification
Models which are functionally similar may have vastly different magnitudes. A 0.8
liter 2 cylinder go-cart engine would certainly be functionally similar to an 8 liter 10
cylinder automobile engine, but many of their parameters could differ in magnitude by
greater than one order of magnitude. However, it is possible (and is also the assertion of
this thesis) that models which are functionally similar but of different magnitudes will
contain parameters whose differences in magnitudes, if plotted, will form distinct
clusters. Therefore, the identification of clustering in the difference in node magnitudes
would be a sufficient condition for objective-template graph functional similarity. Figure
3-4 depicts this clustering.
Clustered Data
Diff. = Logl0(xna ) - Log1o(Xma)
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
0 0-- - 0 * - -  0
Non-Clustered Data
Figure 3-4: Example Difference in Node Pair Magnitude Data
A number of common clustering algorithms exist including a family of algorithms
known as Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms. EM algorithms attempt to
maximize the probability a data point falls under a cluster distribution. EM was formally
introduced by Dempster in 1977 [7]. K-Means is an example of an EM algorithm which
was introduced by Cox [6] and refined by Hartigan [11]. K-Means uses a distance
measure to calculate the distance between data points and a cluster center and assigns
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each data point to a cluster center. The center is then recalculated and the process is
repeated. The algorithm will iterate until the data points no longer jump between different
cluster centers.
The advantage of expectation maximization algorithms, and especially the k-Means
algorithm, is that they are generally very fast. However, k-Means requires the number of
clusters to be known, and then it optimizes their position. There are algorithms which
analyze the data to determine the numbers of clusters present including the v-fold cross-
validation algorithm [3]. However, this is yet another step and there are heuristic based
methods which can adequately solve this problem.
The clustering algorithm chosen was the k-Means algorithm because it is fast and
easy to implement. The k-Means algorithm has three basic steps.
1. Distance Calculation between each cluster center and each data point.
2. Assignment of each data point to a cluster center
3. Recalculate the cluster center as the average of all of its member data
points.
Repeat until data points no longer jump between clusters.
The problem of not knowing the number of clusters will be handled by running
the clustering algorithm multiple times and incrementing the number of clusters used
each time. Table 3-1 outlines how many centers, and their initial locations, are used
during each of the iterations. The centers change after each iteration to ensure false
clusters are not identified.
Table 3-2: Initial k-Means Centers Data
Iteration Number of Centers Center Locations
1 2 -1,1
2 3 -1.5,0,1.5
3 4 -1.8, -0.6, 0.6, 1.8
4 5 -2,-1,0,L,2
5 6 -2.2, -1.4, -0.5, 0.5, 1.4, 2.2
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After each iteration the cluster centers are identified, and their standard deviations
are added to an array of cluster centers. A cluster center is only added to the array if it has
associated data points. Generally if the number of clusters assumed to exist is greater than
the number of clusters which do exist, the remaining cluster centers will have zero data
points associated with them. If a cluster center that is to be added already exists, the
number of times which it was identified is stored. This process is repeated until five
iterations have completed or until no new cluster centers are identified.
This cluster data must then be analyzed to determine if clustering truly exists. The
simplest situation is when none of the cluster centers were ever repeated. If this occurs,
clustering is assumed to not be present. For clustering to be present, a necessary and a
sufficient condition are proposed. The necessary condition is that cluster centers must
have been repeated and must contain the majority of data points greater than fifty percent.
The sufficient condition states that the cluster distributions are relatively tight and do not
significantly overlap. The sufficient condition is very qualitative and in this case will be
made quantitative using heuristics. The two metrics are a maximum allowable standard
deviation and percent overlap in the distributions. The maximum allowable standard
deviation is 0.3 and the distributions can not overlap out to two standard deviations. This
is not a particularly appropriate solution, but is convenient in order to demonstrate the
validity of the clustering approach.
3.4 Model Classification Output: Objective Match
If an objective model interface was classified by an interface template, the
classified objective-template pair is stored as an objective match. An objective match
stores the objective model interface graph, the interface template graph, and an array
containing each objective-template node pair. The final output from the model
classification algorithm is an array containing all of the objective matches which were
found. The formal definition of an objective match is given below.
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Definition 3-6: A node pair p, that pairs together an interface graph node n, and a
template graph node Np, is defined as p = (n, N,).
Definition 3-7: An objective match M, that pairs together an objective graph g with a
template graph G, is defined as: M = {g;G;pP 2 A-. } where {pP 2 ...pi} is a set of
node pairs.
3.5 Graph Matching Example
The following example will illustrate the classification method using two beam
bending model interface graphs. The first model is a cantilever beam with an end point
load, and the second model is a beam undergoing 3-point bending. Figure 3-5 depicts the
two beams to be modeled, and figures 3-6 and 3-7 depicts the graphs for these models.
F P
b c
L h L c
////
Figure 3-5: Beam Bending Situation Figures
Name: F Name: L Name: a Name: b Name: h
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: Newton Unit: Meter Unit: Meter Unit: Centimeter Unit: Centimeter
Magnitude: 20000 Magnitude: 10 Magnitude: 5 Magnitude: 10 Magnitude: 20
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: E
Name: Max Disp. Data Type: Real Name: Max Stress
Data Type: Real Unit: GPa Data Type: Real
Unit: Centimeter Magnitude: 200 Unit: MPa
Magnitude: 2.7 In/Out: Input Magnitude: 75
In/Out: Output In/Out: Output
Figure 3-6: Cantilever Beam Point Load Graph
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Name: L Name: P Name: c Name: E
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: Meter Unit: Newton Unit: Millimeter Unit: GPa
Magnitude: 0.5 Magnitude: 1000 Magnitude: 25 Magnitude: 200
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: End Disp. Name: Support Stress
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: Millimeter Unit: MPa
Magnitude: 50 Magnitude: 150
In/Out: Output In/Out: Output
Figure 3-7: Cantilever Beam Point Load Graph
The first step is to calculate all of the similarity scores between all combinations
of nodes. The non-zero similarity scores are presented in tables 3-3 and 3-4.
Table 3-3: Total Similarity Scores Table 3-4: Magnitude Similarity Scores
Cantilever Node 3-Point Node Total Sim Score
F P 0.43
E E 1
End Disp. Max. Disp. 0.85
Support Stress Max. Stress 0.73
c a 0.39
c b 0.47
c h 0.46
c L 0.37
L a 0.45
L b 0.47
L h 0.48
L L 0.87
Cantilever Node 3-Point Node Mag. Sim Score
F P 0.86
E E 1
End Disp. Max. Disp. 0.97
Support Stress Max. Stress 0.96
c a 0.77
c b 0.94
c h 0.91
c L 0.74
L a 0.9
L b 0.93
L h 0.96
L L 0.87
The next step is to create a bipartite graph using the non-zero total similarity
scores and run the bipartite matching algorithm. Figure 3-8 depicts the initial bipartite
graph, with total similarity scores, and the matched bipartite graph where the red arcs are
the final matched pairs.
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Figure 3-8: Bipartite Graph and Matching Result
The paired nodes must now be verified by their topology. Because every output
node depends on every input node in both graphs, it is clear the topology is the same. The
total graph similarity score must now be calculated using equation 3-X. Again, the
modified pattern matching algorithm only uses the magnitude similarity score and not the
total similarity score.
0.97 + 0.96 + 0.86 +1+0.87+0.94
6
= 0.93
In this example the graph similarity score was above 0.9, and the clustering
algorithm was not required. However, if the similarity requirement was raised to 0.95, the
clustering algorithm would still find these two graphs to match. Figure 3-9 depicts the
magnitude-difference plot, and it is clear that there are two distinct clusters. Let node x
represent a 3-Point bending node, and node X a cantilever node.
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Diff.= Logo(rna ) - Log 1 o(Xmag)
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Figure 3-9: Magnitude-Difference Plot
The centers and standard deviations for these two clusters are -0.135 +/- 0.005
and -0.0325 +/- 0.0175. The distributions do not overlap out to two standard deviations
and their standard deviations are far below the 0.3 cutoff. Therefore, the clustering
approach would classify these two graphs as a match.
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Chapter 4
Integration Classification
4.1 Integration Models
4.1.1 iModels
Integration models, known as iModels in DOME, are used to link model
interfaces together. Model interfaces in DOME are linked together using an object known
as a parameter mapping. If two parameters are mapped together, they will act like a
single parameter. If a model interface's mapped parameter value changes, the parameter's
value which it is mapped to also changes to the new value. Two types of parameter
mappings are possible: mapping between common input parameters, and mappings
between input and output parameters.
Therefore, the definition of an integration model contains two things. It contains a
list of all the model interfaces it is mapping together, and the parameter mappings
between these interfaces. Each mapping must designate which two model interfaces and
parameters in the interfaces it is linking together.
4.1.2 Graph-based iModel Template Definition
The proposed method for classifying iModels uses previous iModels as templates
for parameter mapping. Like the template developed for model interfaces, a template
which describes an integration model is required. This template will be called an
integration template.
The template for a model interface used a graph-based definition, as described in
chapter 3. A similar graph-based definition for iModel integration template was
developed. This graph again contains both nodes and arcs. The graph nodes are template
graphs and the arcs represent mappings between nodes in the template graphs. However,
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there are two key differences. First, the architecture can be much more complicated
because multiple parameter mappings can exist between two interface templates. Second,
this attributed graph is not fuzzy. Each node is a single template fuzzy ARG and not a
fuzzy set of graphs. The formal definitions, definition 4-1 through 4-3, for the integration
template graph representation are presented below.
Definition 4-1: an integration template node is an interface graph as defined
previously: g ={n1 ,n,---,n,,...,nn; a,a 2,.--,a,,,}, where n,n2,-.ni,.. n isa
set of attributed interface graph nodes and {a 1 ,a.... ai,...aml is a set of arcs.
Definition 4-2: An integration template arc ai connects an interface graph's node
gh(nj)to another interface graph's node gi(nk)and it is denoted by a, = (g (nj ), g (nk))
Definition 4-3: An integration template graph is a directed graph:
G ={ 1'9"*Igi,-- g,,--g;ai,a2--,ai,,---,a,,,, where (gi,g21 .--gi,---.gn} is a set of
attributed interface graphs and (a1 ,a 2,...ai,...am} is a set of arcs.
4.2 Integration Classification Algorithm
4.2.1 Introduction
The integration classification algorithm does not need to be as strict as the model
classification algorithm. Integration models can contain hundreds of models and have
many different functions. For example, an integration template for an entire automobile
might contain the models for its drive train. Another designer who is only interested in an
automobile's drive train should still be able to use this integration template to map
together the drive train models. Matching all of the models in an integration template is
not necessary.
It is also not necessary to map together all of the objective matches. Science and
engineering is always advancing and new models are constantly being developed. Any
possible mappings which are identified should be communicated to the designer for final
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review. This algorithm is not intended to be capable of making the final mapping
decisions because the breadth of possible models is too great.
4.2.2 Algorithm Overview
This algorithm is a recursive linear search. To begin, an integration template is
chosen, and an interface template which the integration template maps together is chosen,
this interface template will be referred to as Template A. The first step is to check if
Template A. was matched to one of the objective interface graphs. If it was, it continues
by identifying all of the mappings to Template A. If it was not matched, the algorithm
begins again with the next interface template. After an interface template has been
checked, it is flagged to ensure the algorithm will not repeat itself and fall into an infinite
loop.
The second step checks if the mapped node in Template A was matched to a node
in the objective interface graph. The third step checks if the interface template, which
maps to Template A, and will be referred to as Template B, was matched to an objective
interface graph. The final step checks if the mapped node in Template B was matched to
a node in its matched objective interface graph.
If any of the templates or nodes were not matched during the model classification
step, the algorithm will restart the process with the next mapping that includes Template
A. However, if they were all matched, the mapping is stored as a verified mapping. There
are two possibilities for how to proceed from here. If Template B has been flagged, the
algorithm will check another mapping containing Template A. Otherwise, the algorithm
will recurse and Template B will become Template A in order to check Template B's
mappings.
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no
IF Select
Select Template A yes Mapping Template A yes
Template A Matched Containing Node
Template A Matched
no
no
Possible Mapping Found.
Recurse: Template A yes Templat B yes Mappedbecomes Template B if Node Template BTemplate B was not already Matched Matched
checked.
Figure 4-1: Integration Classification Algorithm Flowchart
The key to this algorithm is that the mapped nodes in the template graphs were
matched to objective interface graph nodes. If all of the mapped template nodes are
unmatched, the integration template will be rejected and the next template will be
checked.
4.2.3 Integration Algorithm Example
The following example will uses the procedure described previously for
integrating two models together. The intention of this example is to demonstrate many of
the possible scenarios that can arise when attempting to map objective graphs using an
integration model template. The models in this example do not bear any physical
meaning. Figure 4-2 depicts the two bipartite graphs including the matched node pairs
between the interface and template graphs. The attributed graph in figure 4-3 illustrates
how the interface template graphs are mapped together in an integration model template.
The mappings are represented by the bold red arcs.
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Figure 4-2: Matched Bipartite Graphs
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Figure 4-3: Integration Model Template
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The integration algorithm begins by choosing a template and checking if it is matched.
Template A will be chosen first. As shown in figure 4-2, template A was matched to
interface a. A mapping is then chosen which maps template A. The first mapping chosen
will be the mapping between nodes A and K. Node A was matched to node a, in interface
a, and the next step is to check mapped template, template B. Template B was matched to
interface b, but node K was not matched during the bipartite matching. Therefore, this
mapping is rejected.
The process continues by checking the mapping between nodes F and L. It was already
found that template A was matched, and node F was also matched to node f in interface a.
Node L belongs to template B which was already found to have been matched, but unlike
node K, node L was matched to node 1 in interface a. This mapping is accepted and the
integration model template is correspondingly accepted as a possible match.
The algorithm now recurses and begin the process again with template B. Again a
mapping is chosen which maps template B. However, the mappings between template A
and B are not eligible because template A has already been checked. If the algorithm
were to return to template A, it could fall into an infinite loop. Thus the only remaining
mapping is between nodes U and 0. Node 0 was matched to node o in interface b, but
template Z was not matched to any of the objective interface graphs and the mapping is
rejected.
All of the mappings involving template B and templates other than template A have been
checked, the algorithm now returns to template A. One final mapping remains between
nodes G and M. Node G was not matched to a node in interface a, and the mappings is
rejected. All of the templates have now been checked and process is finished. In this
example, the only accepted mapping is between nodes F and L.
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Chapter 5
Direct Method
5.1 Introduction
Technology is always evolving, and the modeling of these technologies evolves as
well. If integration of these new models is required, using previously built models as a
guide for parameter mapping would not be possible. Another method is needed which is
capable of recognizing similarities within the objective models themselves.
Mappings merge two parameters into a single entity. It would seem reasonable to
assume that before the mapping occurs, the individual parameters would be extremely
similar-using the similarity measures described previously to assess that similarity.
Input parameters from two interfaces can be compared, and input parameters from one
interface can be compared to output parameters from a different interface. Unfortunately,
it is not that simple because many parameters can be very similar but still should not be
mapped together. This problem becomes very clear when considering CAD models that
could contain hundreds of dimensions of similar magnitudes. This chapter will outline the
logic and algorithm developed in order to identify only correct mappings.
5.2 Similarity Calculations
The first step is to calculate the similarity score between the nodes in all the
objective graphs. Objective graphs are taken two at a time and the similarity scores for
each combination of the input nodes of both models are calculated (input-input mapping),
the similarity scores for all of the input nodes of the first graph and the output nodes of
the second graph combinations (output-input mappings), and vice versa.
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The similarity score is calculated in the same manner as described in section 3.2.2. Two
separate similarity scores are calculated. One score only includes the magnitude
similarity calculation, and the second score includes the magnitude, unit, and name.
Each set of similarity scores, input-input and input-output, are run through the
bipartite matching algorithm described in section 3.2.3.3. The optimal combination of
nodes is found for both the possible input-input and output-input mappings.
5.3 Output-Input Mappings
Simulation models can be combined to operate in parallel or in series. When
models operate in series, integrated simulations become very advantageous. Outputs from
an initial independent model can be inputs for a subsequent dependent model. Multiple
initial models might run in parallel to calculate inputs for the subsequent model.
Generally these initial models are independent and mappings between them would not
exist. However, a simple example of parallel models which would have common input
parameters would be a CAD model and an accompanying cost model. Therefore, this
method must be able to distinguish between these two cases. This can be accomplished
by identifying the output-input mappings first in order to determine which models are
independent and which dependent.
The process of identifying the output-input mappings is a basic linear search. The
first pair of models is chosen and it determines whether or not the pair contains any
possible input-output mappings. If it does, the algorithm begins to iterate through all of
the possibilities, otherwise the next model pair is chosen.
The input node from the possible output-input mapping is identified. An input
node can only be dependent on a single output. Therefore, the output-input mapping to a
given input node with the highest similarity score is chosen. Another linear search is
performed to find the output-input mapping which maps to the identified input node with
the highest magnitude similarity score. Only the magnitude similarity score is used
because the name similarity score is too relative. The algorithm will only accept the
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mapping as final if the mapping with the highest magnitude similarity score exceeds 0.9,
indicating the difference in the node magnitudes is within one order of magnitude. During
this search, every output-input mapping that maps to the identified input node is flagged
to indicate it has been processed and will not be considered again.
5.4 Input-Input Mappings
Mappings between common input nodes can occur, but it is very difficult to
accurately identify them. It is the intent of this thesis to aid in the integration of
simulation models. Incorrectly identifying mappings creates more work for the user and
could eliminate any time savings. This problem will be avoided by requiring extremely
high similarity scores for input-input mappings to occur.
The purpose of implementing the output-input mappings first was to understand
the overall causality of integration model. In other words, to determine which models are
dependent and which are independent. This is important because input parameters that
share a common dependent output parameter are less likely to map together. The
probability that the two models are completely independent and calculate significantly
different quantities is very high. Therefore, recognizing input parameters which share
common dependent output parameters is crucial for eliminating incorrect mapping
identification.
The algorithm that determines whether or not two input parameters or nodes share a
common dependent output parameter is yet another recursive search algorithm. The
algorithm traces the causality tree for one of the input parameters and collects all of the
output parameters which depend on it. The same process is repeated for the second input
parameter except when an output parameter is discovered that also depends on the first
input parameter the algorithm stops. Figure 5-1 depicts the flowchart for the causality-
tracing algorithm.
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Collect all model
output nodes Select one of the Output node
dependant on the output nodes mapped to
input node input node
Store the output parameter. yes
Recurse: mapped input node
becomes primary input node
Figure 5-1: Causality Tracing Algorithm Flowchart
The two types of input-input mappings which can occur can now be separated
from each other. Each type is required to meet a different heuristic. Possible input-input
mappings which share a common dependent output parameter must have a magnitude
similarity score higher than 0.98 and all other input-input mappings must have a
magnitude similarity score higher than 0.95.
5.5 Direct Method Example
The following figures illustrate the process the direct method algorithm would
follow to map together three simple models for calculating the heat transfer in a pipe.
Figure 5-2 depicts the problem and figures 5-3 through 5-5 depict each model graph.
tr
Figure 5-2: Electrical Heating Pipe Heat Transfer (this figure is a bit loose compared to
other things in the thesis)
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Name: Pipe Length Name: Pipe Diameter Name: Pressure Name: Friction Factor
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: meters Unit: meters Unit: kPa Unit: No Unit
Magnitude: 30 Magnitude: 0.075 Magnitude: 10 Magnitude: 0.2
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: Velocity
Data Type: Real
Unit: Cubic m/s
Magnitude: 4
In/Out: Output
Figure 5-3: Graph 1: Water Velocity Model
Name: Pipe Length Name: Pipe Diameter Name: Temp In Name: Heat Flux Name: Velocity
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: meters Unit: meters Unit: Celsius Unit: W/m^2 Unit: m/s
Magnitude: 20 Magnitude: 0.1 Magnitude: 2 Magnitude: 50 Magnitude: I
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: Temp Out
Data Type: Real
Unit: Cubic Celsius
Magnitude: 20
In/Out: Output
Figure 5-4: Graph 2: Constant Heat Flux Heat Transfer Model
Name: Wire Length Name: Wind Diameter Name: Current Name: Wire Diameter Name: # of Turns
Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real Data Type: Real
Unit: meters Unit: meters Unit: Celsius Unit: mm Unit: No Unit
Magnitude: 100 Magnitude: 0.2 Magnitude: 0.75 Magnitude: 2 Magnitude: 300
In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input In/Out: Input
Name: Heat Flux
Data Type: Real
Unit: Cubic W/m^2
Magnitude: 65
In/Out: Output
Figure 5-5: Graph 3: Electrical Heating Element Model
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First, the similarity scores between the common input nodes and the input and
output nodes must be calculated between all of the models. The tables of the magnitude
similarity scores are given below. If the total similarity score is 0, the magnitude similarity
score is also 0.
Table 5-1: Similarity Scores Between Models 1 and 2
Diameter Length Pressure Friction Velocity
Length 0.75 0.98 0 0 0
Diameter 0.99 0.75 0 0 0
Tin 0 0 0 0 0
Heat 0 0 0 0 0
Velocity 0 0 0 0 0.94
T out 0 0 0 0 N/A
Table 5-2: Similarity Scores Between Models 1 and 3
Diameter Length Pressure Friction Velocity
Wire L. 0.69 0.94 0 0 0
Wire D. 0.84 0.58 0 0 0
Wind D. 0.96 0.78 0 0 0
Current 0 0 0 0 0
# Turns 0 0 0 0.68 0
Heat 0 0 0 0 N/A
Table 5-3: Similarity Scores Between Models 2 and 3
Length Diameter T in Heat Velocity T out
Wire L. 0.93 0.7 0 0 0 0
Wire D. 0.6 0.83 0 0 0 0
Wind D. 0.8 0.97 0 0 0 0
Current 0 0 0 0 0 0
# Turns 0 0 0 0 0 0
Heat 0 0 0 0.99 0 N/A
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The second step is to process the possible input-output mappings. Looking first at
graphs one and two, the only possible input-output mapping is between the two velocity
nodes. They have a magnitude similarity score of 0.94 which is greater than 0.9. The next
step is to check if the input velocity node has another possible mapping, which it does
not. Therefore, the output velocity node from graph one will be mapped to the input
velocity node from graph two. The only other possible input-output mapping is between
graphs two and three. The heat flux nodes from those two models have a similarity score
of 0.99, again greater than 0.9, and they will be mapped together.
The final step is to identify the input-input mappings. It is important to notice that
because of the input-output mappings accepted in the previous step, all of the input nodes
share a common output node, Temp Out, from graph two. Therefore, only input node
pairs which have a similarity score above 0.95 will be accepted. These pairs include: the
Pipe Length and Pipe Diameter nodes in graphs one and two, and the Wind Diameter
node from graph three paired with the Pipe Diameter nodes from both graph one and two.
These three model interfaces were artificial but contained parameters that were
reasonable. This example showed how the direct method would successfully map the
three interfaces together with zero errors. However, the similarity score between the Wire
Length node in graph three and the Pipe Length nodes in both graph one and two was
very close to the 0.95 cutoff. This is a good example of how the direct method might
incorrectly map parameters together, and why the user must be able to adjust the
similarity score cutoffs if this problem occurs. Figure 5-6 depicts all of the graphs with
the final mappings. The mappings are represented by bold red arcs.
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Figure 5-6: Graphs with Final Mappings
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Chapter 6
Implementation and Testing
6.1 Implementation
6.1.1 Integrating Models in DOME
The algorithm previously described was implemented in JAVA and designed to
interface directly with DOME. The classification method and the direct method were
both implemented.
When integrating models in DOME, the first step is to open an integration project.
An integration project can contain multiple integration models. In an integration project,
one also defines the resource models it contains. These resource models reside on a
server and can have multiple interfaces. An example integration project interface is
depicted in figure 6-1. Once an integration model has been added to the project, resource
model interfaces must be subscribed to the integration model, figure 6-2 depicts an
example integration model. The integration models can then be opened. Inside the
integration model, the parameter mappings are defined.
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Build Integration Project Edit resources A': Add Tools Windows Help Build
me: Profiles of solar angles and radiations message iog
visualization iist V
resources available in project
Nlame: Value Location
* * solar angles profile CADLAB6MITEDU8080
, profile solar radiation on titled surface CADLAB6.MIT .EDU:8080& profile solar radiation on ited surface
y prof He of solar radiation on tited surface
i ncident angle profile Interface
Integration models in project
Name alue
Solar Model
Resources
solar angles profi e and profile solar radiation on tilted surface
dlefinitinn documentation
Figure 6-1: Example DOME Integration Project
solar angles profile
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l iocation
I 4 date
V 4 solar angles profiles
5 local-standard-time sunrist7.27207720 hour
Slocal-standard-time sunseti 6.8872561 hour
local-standard-time day ho9 elements hour
1solar altitude prof fe 9 elements degree solar altitude angle 
profile
solar azimuah angle profffe:9 elements degree solar azimuth angle profile$ solar declination 23.4497828 degree
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f 4 panel angles
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solar altitude angle profile 15 elements degree solar altitude profile
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> 4results
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definition setup Idocumentation
Figure 6-2: Example DOME Integration Model
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6.1.2 Classification Method Implementation
6.1.2.1 Implementation Overview
The classification method was implemented to work in both the integration
project and the integration model. If working in the integration project, the classification
method will attempt to create an integration model and map it together. Initially, every
combination of resource interfaces is taken and used as a set of objective model
interfaces. Each set of objective models is run through the classification method. If an
integration model template is found, the user is prompted regarding all the possible
integration models and can choose the most appropriate. After it is added, the user is
prompted with all of the mappings that were identified in the integration template.
Checkboxes are displayed next to each mapping. If a box is unchecked, the mapping will
not be implemented. It is possible for some resource models to not have interfaces added
to the integration model because an integration template was not found to contain a
matching interface template. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 depict these two windows.
Ciassified N~odel Name: Multiple Tubine E
Objective Model Ham-e Matched Template Hame
water and turbine characteristics Muftiple Turbine Interface
Rate Area Interface Rate Area Interface
Acce Checked iodel(s) Reject All Possibie imodels
Figure 6-3: Classification Results Frame
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Mappings
water and turbine characteristics RAte Area Interface
velocity of the water from the source water velocity
depth of water source river depth
width of water source river width
Accept Checked Mappi s Reject All Mappings
Figure 6-4: Mapping Results Frame
The classification method was also implemented such that it works once inside an
integration model. The objective model interfaces in this case are set, however, multiple
integration templates can be identified if they do not overlap. Therefore, when the user is
prompted with possible integration templates that match, the user can select multiple
integration schemes to use as mapping guides. If there are objective interfaces which
were not classified, the direct method is used to identify the remaining possible
mappings.
6.1.2.2 Algorithm Implementation Details
In DOME, models and model interface definitions are stored in XML documents
using XML tags to identify each piece of model data. The use of XML tags is useful and
it was decided to also store the templates for both model interfaces and integration
models as XML documents.
The algorithm must begin by parsing the template files. The models used to test
the algorithm included an assortment of models known as an Alternative Energy Toolkit
developed by Sittha Sukkasi [22], and some models which were developed to test the full
capabilities of the algorithm.
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Once parsed, the interface templates are stored in a map. The key to each map
entry is the template's ID. The algorithm takes a top-down approach to classifying an
integration template. An integration template is chosen, and it contains the ID's for all of
the interface templates it maps together. These ID's are used to access the interface
templates in the template map. Only these templates are used when attempting to classify
the objective model interfaces. If any templates match, the algorithm proceeds to identify
if the integration template is a match. This process is repeated for all of the integration
templates in the database.
6.1.3 Direct Method Implementation
The direct method was implemented such that it will work independently or in
conjunction with the classification method. When running the direct method
implementation, the user is initially prompted with a dialog regarding the desired
similarity tolerance. The options given are tight, default, or loose. These options adjust
the similarity score cutoffs for mappings to be accepted. The default values were stated in
the direct method description, the tight values are 0.92 and 0.97, and the loose values are
0.88 and 0.93. This allows the user to run the direct method multiple times in the event
numerous incorrect or an insufficient number of mappings were found. Each mapping
presented to the user also has a checkbox associated with it. If the box is unchecked, the
mapping will not be implemented.
6.2 Testing
6.2.1 Introduction and Objectives
The primary objective of this work was to decrease the time required to integrate
simulation models together in modeling environments such as DOME. These tests were
designed to demonstrate and validate the methods described in this thesis, but each test
also demonstrates the reduction in time required to integrate models.
Unfortunately, these tests can not conclusively show that these model integration
algorithms are effective. There are an enormous number of possible simulation models
and integration models, and hundreds of tests would be required to begin to understand
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all of the integration challenges that may exist. However, having access to hundreds of
models is very difficult and to validate the classification method, multiple versions of
these models must be available. The Alternative Energy Toolkit does provide some
models but many would operate in parallel and not series, and there is usually only one
implementation for each model.
Each test follows a general procedure:
1. Manually integrate the three turbine models with the river model. Record
the required integration time.
2. Create integration model templates from each integration model.
3. Integrate the models again using the classification method, starting from
the integration project. Record the required integration time.
4. Integrate the models using the direct method in the integration model.
Record the required integration time.
In step 3, if the classification method did not identify all of the mappings, the
direct method was used to identify the remaining mappings. If the direct method also
failed, the mappings were created manually.
6.2.2 Models with Different Implementations
6.2.2.1 Goal
The first test used models from the Alternative Energy Toolkit. The toolkit
contained three different water turbine models, a single turbine, an impulse turbine, and a
multiple turbine model. These models could be integrated together with a river conditions
model that calculates the velocity of the incoming water into the turbine. The goal of this
test was to test the classification method's ability to handle multiple implementations of a
single class of model.
6.2.2.2 Model Interfaces
Figures 6-5 through 6-8 depict the DOME interfaces for the four models that were
used in this integration test.
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name'. Turbine Characteristics Interface
Figure 6-5: Single Turbine Interface
name water and turbine characteristics Dome Default message log
Lqeimihon documentation
status: loadling interfacefIF3K
Figure 6-6: Impulse Turbine Interface
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name: ater an Turbine Characteristics -m7 Default
definition documentation
status: loading interface submit
Figure 6-7: Multiple Turbine Interface
aate Ara nieE"''E-m
_Dome Default 9 m e k
definition documentation
status: interface loaded
Figure 6-8: River Conditions Interface
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6.2.2.3 Results
Table 6-1 contains all of the integration times. The diagonal entries indicate the
time required to integrate the models manually. The value in parentheses is the percent
decrease in time required to integrate the modes as compared to the manual time. The
times in bold indicate the fastest integration time for that model.
Table 6-1: Multiple Implementation Integration Times (seconds)
Model Integrated
Single Turbine Impulse Turbine Multiple Turbine
Single Turbine 42 15 (86%) 14 (87%)
Impulse Turbine 11 (73%) 110 12 (89%)
9 Multiple Turbine 10 (76%) 10(91%) 105
Direct Method 20 (52%) 19 (83%) 20 (81%)
The classification approach in this test successfully integrated all of the models
together no matter which integration model template was used, and it was always the
fastest method. This is primarily because it also creates the integration model in the
integration project. In larger models, where the number of mappings is greater, the time
required to create the integration model will become less significant. In this case,
however, the time to create the integration model and subscribe the model interfaces took
approximately 15 seconds. This is the primary reason the direct method times are slower
than the classification method times.
The times to integrate the impulse turbine and the multiple turbine models were
slower using the single turbine integration model template because the single turbine
template does not map the river depth and river width parameters. The direct method
successfully mapped these remaining parameters. When used alone, the direct method
successfully identified all of the required mappings in all three integration templates, and
did not produce any incorrect mappings. Overall, there was an average percent decrease
in integration time of 80% when an automated integration algorithm was used.
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6.2.3 Models of Different Magnitudes and Applications
6.2.3.1 Goal
This set of tests compares models of different magnitudes and have different
applications. These models are all vapor-compression system models which are
integrated with an enclosure that is being cooled. The three integration models include a
commercial refrigerator and vapor-compression cycle, a residential refrigerator with a
dual vapor-compression cycles (one for the freezer one for the refrigerator), and a
residential house with a ground source heat pump. These are not true models. Models
interfaces were created with parameters that would accurately describe these models.
Reasonable values for the parameters were used and the values for the output parameters
are in relative agreement with the input parameter values.
6.2.3.2 Model Interfaces
Figures 6-9 through 6-14 depict the DOME interfaces for the six models that were
used in this integration test.
inputs
Condenser U Value 4. X Gl0m00 Btu (-11. table) per square too..
Evaporator U Value .000CJO00 tu ( wftl table) per squa foe
Discharge Pressure 293 000000 psi
Suction Pressure 50 0000t10 psi
Compressor Power 4841Et0000 watt
Heat Load 293000000 wa
Outside Tempurature 75 0000000 degree Faherlehe
Refrigerator Temperature 35.0000 i deree Fahrenheg
Condenser Effective Area 81 l000000 square inch ( frt')
Evaporator Effective Area 1479000000 squatre ncth ( Wti)
Outputs
Duty Cycle 
Daiy Energy Usage _o_______
definition , documentation
status loading interface parent
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Figure 6-9: Commercial Vapor-Compression Cycle Interface
FInbton__ _
du&. tOad kg "erf ao ce Wd --
Figure 6-10: Commercial Refrigerator Enclosure Interface
The commercial integration model has four mappings: between the interior
refrigerator temperatures parameters, between the outside room temperature parameters,
and between the heat load parameters.
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narres Duel Cycle Ref rigerator Irterfece ms g o
Figure 6-11: Residential Dual Vapor-Compression Cycle Interface
name: frieratorFreezer Enclosure nterf-ace m711 DeftAu mesaarl
defintion documentation
status: interface loaded
Figure 6-12: Residential Freezer-Refrigerator Interface
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The residential refrigerator integration model has six mappings. The mappings are
between the following parameters: the freezer load parameters, refrigerator load
parameters, refrigerator temperature parameters, freezer temperature parameters, and the
outside room temperature parameters.
Figure 6-13: Ground Source Heat Pump Interface
definition documentation
status: loading interface parent
Figure 6-14: House Heat Transfer Interface
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The ground source heat pump integration model has only two mappings between
the indoor temperature parameters, and the heating load parameters.
6.2.3.3 Results
Table 6-2 contains all of the integration times recorded during this test. The
diagonal entries indicate the time required to integrate the models manually. The times in
bold indicate the fastest integration time for that model.
Table 6-2: Varying Model Magnitudes and Applications Integration Times (seconds)
Model Integrated
02
Commercial Ref. Residential Ref. House Heat Pump
Commercial Ref. 111 133 (31%) 9 (88%)
Residential Ref. 10 (90%) 193 10 (87%)
House Heat Pump 18 (84%) 135 (30%) 76
Direct Method 23 (79%) 140 (27%) 21(72%)
The first set of models to integrate was the commercial refrigerator. The
residential refrigerator integration model template successfully identified all of the
mappings and integrating the commercial models very quickly. The home ground source
heat pump integration model template did not identify the mapping between the outdoor
temperature parameters because the ground source heat pump model uses the ground
temperature as a heat sink and not the outdoors. Therefore, that mapping does not exist.
The direct method was used to identify the final mapping, and this extra step resulted in a
longer integration time. The direct method alone successfully identified all of the
mappings.
The residential refrigerator integration model contained the greatest number of
mappings. Therefore, the other models could not possible identify all of the mappings.
However, the classification method did correctly classify the models as possibly a
commercial refrigerator or a house with a heat pump, but all of the mappings were
incorrect. The bipartite matching phase inaccurately matched the different loads (freezer,
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refrigerator, total) and the temperatures (room, refrigerator, freezer, condensing). This
resulted in the classification method producing these results given in figure 6-15. The
direct method was then employed, and thus the only time savings is by creating the
integration model, and it did also inaccurately matched the condensing temperature and
the total load parameters. This required two mappings to be completed manually. These
inaccuracies are a result of incorrect matching during the bipartite matching phase. The
first error occurred when the condensing temperature node in the residential cycle graph
was matched to the room temperature and the node in the commercial cycle graph. The
next errors occurred when the total heat loss node in the residential enclosure graph was
matched to the total heat load node in the commercial enclosure graph. The final error
occurred because of an inconsistency between matching the refrigerator temperature with
the interior temperature in a graph pair, and matching the freezer temperature to the
interior temperature in the second graph pair. Even with these inaccuracies, the
integration time was faster than if the entire process was performed manually. The
average decrease in integration times was 65% over this series of tests.
Figure 6-15: Residential Refrigerator Mapping Results using the Commercial
Refrigerator Integration Template
Mappings
Dual Cycle Refrigerator Interface Refrigerator-Freezer EnclosureInterface
Refrigerator Load Total Heat Loss
Condensing Temperature Room Temperature
Refrigerator Temperature Freezer Temperature
Accept Checked Mappings Reject All Mappings
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
Simulation model environments, like DOME, enable designers to integrate
simulation models together into a single complex interdependent model. However,
integrating these models together is time consuming and the benefits of a single model
can be overshadowed by time constraints. Integrating models together is accomplished by
creating mappings between model parameters. Mappings are links between models that
allow data to flow from one model to another.
This thesis presented two possible methods for automating the model integration
process. The first method, called the classification method, relied on previously built
integration models to act as a guide. DOME is also an enabling technology for a World
Wide Simulation Web. On this WWSW, many integration models would be available to
use as a pattern to classify the integration model the designer is intending to build. Model
interfaces are represented as graphs and a pattern matching algorithm is used to compare
template graphs on the WWSW to the objective graphs. A pattern matching algorithm is
used to determine the functional similarity of the two graphs. Graphs that are found to be
functionally similar become nodes of an integration model graph and this graph is
compared to integration model template graphs. If the mappings in the integration
template are found to possibly exist between the objective interface graphs, they are
stored for the user to validate. The second method, called the direct method, compares
models directly and identifies model parameters that are very "similar," using the same
similarity measures used in the pattern matching algorithm developed in this thesis and
by Cao [1].
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A prototype implementation of these two methods was created using JAVA to test
their capabilities. Unfortunately, a large database of simulation models is not currently
available, but enough models were available to test the key concepts in this thesis. First, it
appears that the pattern matching approach can be extended to integration models to
describe their functionality. Integration models that have significantly different
applications, but have similar functionality, were found to match and their mappings
could be used as a guide. The average decrease in integration times, compared to
integrating manually, over all of these tests was found to be 72%. These tests were also
conducted using relatively small subscription models in relatively small integration
models. The decrease in integration times could become much greater when much larger
models are used.
The clustering identification solution to the significant challenge of handling large
differences in parameters magnitudes also appears to be appropriate. A home refrigerator
was used to map together a home heating system, two systems which are of significantly
different magnitudes. The direct method also appears to identify more correct mappings
than incorrect mappings, and it compliments the classification method very well if
mappings are missed. However, because the similarity measure for parameter name
attribute is not nearly as discerning as a human user, errors can occur during bipartite
matching. In the classification method, this error can propagate to the integration
matching phase and result in incorrect mapping recommendations. This problem can also
occur in the direct method.
It is important to realize that these conclusions are based on a very small sample
of simulation and integration models. These results should be considered promising and
not extraordinarily conclusive. Molding environments are an emerging technology and
the resources are not yet available to sufficiently test their capabilities. This algorithm can
only aide in the development of integration models by giving parameter mapping
recommendations that must be validated by the user.
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7.2 Future Work
The first step that should be taken is to perform more tests using more models. A
couple of issues were identified by this small set of tests and it is unknown how many
more may exist. More specifically, the models that are used to perform these tests should
be carefully selected such that they address some of the areas where issues are known to
possible exist. One set of models should have multiple parameters with the same unit and
of similar magnitudes to quantify the probability of inaccurate bipartite matching.
Another set of models should be of varying magnitudes to test the validity of the
parameter magnitude difference clustering theory.
The clustering algorithm itself requires some attention. More sophisticated
expectation maximization algorithms should be investigated as well as algorithms that
identify the number of clusters present in the data, if any. The process of identifying
proper clusters was also not properly handled. It might be best to test the algorithm with
model data alone to understand if clustering exists. If the clustering phenomenon is found
to be valid, a method for systematically identifying the clustering should be developed.
The bipartite matching inaccuracies are a significant problem. Currently, the
bipartite matching and the integration mapping matching steps are completely separate. A
method for integrating the two together might be advantageous. If after the bipartite
matching step it is found that one of the template nodes was not matched but it is mapped
in the integration model template, then it is possible an incorrect matching occurred and
an objective interface node should actually be matched to the mapped template node.
Possibilities such as these should be considered. The direct method could also be used in
conjunction with the classification method. Both methods could be run concurrently and
their results compared. If the direct method identifies a mapping between two nodes with
a very high similarity score, but the classification method identified a slightly different
mapping, it might give reason to revisit the bipartite matching phase and perhaps
rearrange how nodes with the same matched.
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The combination of these two methods could prove to be very powerful if the
implementation is thought through carefully. However, understanding the varieties of
situations that could arise is the most important step. This can only be accomplished by
testing these algorithms with as many different simulation and integration models as
possible.
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